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Industry News

Frankfurt:
electrified
W

ith key major
automakers
presenting near-toproduction batterypowered vehicles
at September’s
Frankfurt auto
show, there was
a keen sense
that this was the
beginning of the
age of electric
transport – even if,
thanks to a rash of
clever hybrid and plugin hybrid designs, it is
not quite yet the end of
the gasoline/diesel era.
Leading the electric charge is
Renault-Nissan, which also announced
a strengthening of its recharging
infrastructure partnership with Better
Place. The French company presented
no fewer than four concept models
signalling soon-to-be-produced
electric vehicles, while Nissan had
earlier revealed its Leaf electric small
car in Japan (see opposite). Not to
be left out, Peugeot showed the iOn,
its version of Mitsubishi’s batterypowered i-MiEV hatchback, due to
become one of the very first volumebrand EVs when it goes on sale in
Europe at the end of 2010.
More intriguing still is the same
firm’s bb1, its compact 2.5 metre body
accommodating four people astride
parallel motorcycle-style saddles;
motive power is provided by Michelin

Zoe ZE: high stakes for Renault
with stylish Clio-sized dedicated EV
targeting big sales from 2012

happen. First on the streets (in mid2011) will be the Twizy, a bike-like
urban two-seater much like a fourwheeled BMW C1; next will be electric
versions of the Kangoo and Fluence,
while the truly pivotal model will be
the Zoe ZE, a Clio-sized dedicated EV,
due in mid-2012. All except the tiny
Twizy will accept the three different
kinds of recharging to be rolled out by
Better Place and other infrastructure
providers: standard and fast charging,
and Quickdrop drive-in battery-swap
stations where an automated process
sees a fresh battery pack in place in
three minutes – less time than it takes
to fill a tank with gasoline or diesel.

Headline Auto, Carmakers

in-wheel motor units on the rear axle.
Volkswagen, too, showed the likely
shape of its first electric small car, the
E-Up!, due in 2013, while Hyundai
revealed that the electric version of its
i10 compact hatchback was ready for
production.
At the opposite end of the scale both
Audi and Mercedes-Benz showed
pure-electric concept versions of
their flagship top-performance
supercars. Both companies have
clearly taken note of the success of
the Tesla Roadster and premium
buyers’ willingness to pay high prices
for conspicuously green technology
solutions.
Yet it was left to Renault to set the
true electric buzz, proving with actual
designs that battery cars will really

News in brief

Peugeot iOn: lion-badged version of
electric Mitsubishi i will be one of the
first to market in Europe

Batteries to stay expensive
Lithium ion batteries capable of
delivering a 200 km range will
cost between €8000 and €12,000
for many years to come, says
Franz Fehrenbach, chairman of
Bosch. By 2020, he predicts 3
million EVs on the roads.

Peugeot bb1: Motorcycle-style seating
for tiny four-seater concept using
Michelin’s in-wheel motors

Renault chooses DCT
Dual clutch transmissions will
be available on diesel versions
of Renault’s mid-range Mégane
and Fluence from next year, says
the company. The six-speed,
second-generation DCT system
is supplied by Getrag.
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Hyundai i10: Korea’s electric mini
is ready for production, reaching
domestic buyers in mid-2010

Low tension saves fuel
New versions of Ford’s low-CO2
Econetic diesel save fuel thanks
to the reduced friction of a low
tension accessory drive on the
front of the engine. The 99 g/km
Focus Econetic has also gained a
stop-start system.

KTM supports two-strokes
Two-stroke engines still have
potential, says Stefan Pierer,
head of KTM, Europe’s second
largest motorcycle maker. The
company is developing cleaner
and quieter two-strokes as well
as an electric enduro bike.

Smaller, cleaner, cleverer
D

ownsizing, turbocharging,
electrification and clever
transmissions will soon be leading the
European auto market to a significantly
lower-CO2 future if the new designs
shown in Frankfurt are anything to go by.
Volkswagen provided the most
extreme vision with its tiny glider-like
L1 two-seater, weighing just 380 kg and
capable of 36 g/km CO2 from its twincylinder TDI engine and seven-speed
DCT hybrid transmission.
BMW’s vision is likewise downsized:
beneath complex coupé styling its
Vision Efficient Dynamics draws
supercar performance from a 1.5 litre
three-cylinder diesel, giving over 160
hp, and electric motors front and rear;
a seven-speed DCT is able to mix
and match the many elements of the
drivetrain and achieve 99 g/km CO2 in
hybrid mode. A notable innovation is a
thermal generator converting exhaust
heat into useful electric current.

Closer to production is the plugin hybrid technology which allows
Mercedes’ big S-Class concept an
average consumption of 3.2 litres per
100 km, or 74 g/km CO2; an additional
clutch decouples the hybrid module
from the gasoline engine, allowing the
car a zero-emission range of 30 km.
More affordable will be Peugeot’s
RCZ coupé, which in its Hybrid4 form
mates a two-litre diesel at the front
with an electric rear axle; despite a
total system power in excess of 200
hp, it can achieve 95 g/km CO2.
Overall, however, it is the small
improvements to the big-volume
sellers that will be most significant
in bringing down real-world CO2
emissions. To that end, the new Opel
Astra’s principal engine is 1.4 litres,
Ford’s new EcoBoost power units
give sizeable savings, and the Audi
A3 now offers a 1.2 litre TSI as an
entry choice.

Ricardo
Quarterly
Review
The task of RQ is to highlight the latest thinking
in automotive engineering and technology
worldwide – both within Ricardo and among
other leading companies. By presenting
an up-to-date mix of news, profiles and
interviews with top business leaders we paint
an interesting and exciting picture of R&D
activity at a world-class automotive engineering
services provider.
It is a formula that has certainly been a hit with
the worldwide automotive community: in the
eight years since RQ was launched we have
had to increase our print run to 14,000 copies
to keep pace with the demand to read about
Ricardo and its activities.
Client confidentiality is of the utmost
importance to Ricardo, which means that
we can only report on a small fraction of the
work carried out by the company. So we are
especially grateful to those Ricardo customers
who have kindly agreed to co-operate with RQ
and allow their programmes to be highlighted
in print: without such help from customers
it would not be possible to present such a
fascinating insight into the way vehicles are
conceived and developed.

Nissan and three
other Japanese
automakers skipped
the Frankfurt show
but the significance
of this car, the Nissan
Leaf, was clear to all
present. Unveiled
by Renault-Nissan
CEO Carlos Ghosn in
Japan in August, the
Leaf is the world’s first
volume production
electric car.

Volkswagen E-Up!: battery
model is due in 2013, two years
after standard versions appear

Renault Twizy: motorbike style
Renault Kangoo ZE: familiar
but four wheels and two seats;
shape on sale with electrical
this urban commuter is due in 2011 underpinnings in early 2011

1m stop-starts
Production only began in 2007,
but already 1 million Bosch
stop-start systems are in service,
saving between 5 and 6 per cent in
emissions. By 2012, stop-start will
be fitted to 50 per cent of all new
vehicles in Europe, says Bosch.

Range extension
A new market is emerging for
off-the-shelf range extenders –
combined motor and generator
sets to boost the range of hybrid
vehicles. Getrag and Lotus showed
systems at Frankfurt, and BMW
featured one on its Vision ED.

2m hybrids
Cumulative sales of Toyota and
Lexus hybrid cars passed the
2 million mark in August, with
200,000 of these in Europe. Since
the system’s introduction in 1997,
Toyota estimates its hybrids have
saved 11 million tonnes of CO2.

Renault Fluence ZE: Méganederived sedan has extended
boot to house batteries

Heavy trucks go light
The heavy trucks of the future will
be much lighter, says AB Volvo. The
company’s engineers are studying
new materials and construction
methods which will reduce weight
but maintain payload, allowing the
use of smaller engines.
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RQ Interview – Akihiko Otsuka

Hybrid authority
As chief engineer for the 2010 third-generation Prius, Akihiko Otsuka is
in charge of the model which has given Toyota undisputed leadership in
hybrid vehicles. At the new model’s unveiling in Stockholm this summer
Tony Lewin asked him about the Prius’s CO2 secrets and Toyota’s
commitment to have a hybrid in every model line by 2020
The new Prius is over 15 per cent more
economical than the outgoing model
and achieves CO2 emissions of 89 g/
km. In which areas have you made the
greatest CO2 savings with the new car?
It has been in the powertrain. For this
model we redesigned more than 90
per cent of the hybrid components;
in the engine itself we have gone to
a bigger capacity to allow driving at
lower rpm on the highway, and we
have added cooled EGR to reduce
pumping losses and bring down
combustion temperatures.
How much of the gain was from the
hybrid system, and how much from
the rest of the car?
It is difficult to say. In total, 70 per cent
of the overall improvement has come
from the powertrain. The remaining
30 per cent comes from improved
aerodynamics, low-resistance tyres,
6 RICARDO QUARTERLY REVIEW • Q3, 2009

and also through reduced electricity
consumption on board.
Maybe you could give some examples
of electrical savings?
For this size of car one would normally
expect to use around 200 watts for the
ECU and so on. We have been able to
reduce electrical energy consumption
by around 10 per cent.
Could we now turn to cost saving?
You are offering this car at the same
price as the old one, but it has a lot
more content in it. Where have you
been able to save on costs?
For the hybrid components we have
been able to reduce the costs by 30 per
cent; I can’t give actual costs, but I can
say that we are now using a common
platform with other models: more than
90 per cent of parts are shared. The
number of chassis and suspension

parts is cut by 50 per cent. This
makes the car much more efficient in
production terms.
Toyota has said that it will be building
40,000 hybrid drivetrains a month.
How important is this increased
volume to bringing down the cost of
the system?
It is difficult to say, but clearly our fixed
costs per unit will be lower.
If you compare the cost of this Prius
1.8 litre hybrid powertrain with a
standard 1.8 litre unit with CVT, such
as that in the Avensis, how much
more expensive is it? Is it perhaps
double the price?
Unfortunately I cannot give you figures.
The third-generation Prius has gained in
power and performance, but also economy:
CO2 emissions are down to 89 g/km

Can you perhaps say which are the
most expensive components within
the hybrid system?
The battery is the most expensive. Then
it is the inverter, and then the motor.
The power-split device is simply a
planetary gear, so it’s not so expensive.

Is the battery packaged in the same
location, under the rear floor?
Yes, but it is three times the package
volume, even using the lithium ion. At
the moment it is rated at 5.4 kilowatt
hours, which gives an electric range of
up to 20 km.

The new Prius continues to use nickel
metal hydride batteries. What concerns
does Toyota have with lithium ion
batteries?
Our biggest concern with lithium ion is
the present cost. The maximum output
is also a concern, the peak output for a
short time, say 1 or 2 seconds. We have
to retain the reliability and the durability
of the battery, of course, so for our
maximum output requirements the
nickel metal hydride still shows good
performance.

Did you not consider a series
hybrid solution, a big battery and
a range extender engine, as on the
Chevrolet Volt?
We have already had experience with
series hybrids with a small coach in
Japan. This type of series hybrid needs
a bigger motor, because the motor is the
only thing that provides the driving force
for the vehicle. For a compact car like
the Prius I don’t think the series hybrid
principle is suitable. That’s our view.

What about battery life for lithium
ion units?
It’s already the same as for nickel metal
hydride, so it will last the whole life of
the car.
Is the powertrain for the forthcoming
plug-in hybrid version of the Prius
the same?
Yes, it is the same but we have had to
add the onboard charging system. It
also needs extra battery capacity, but
for the rest it is completely the same.

Why have you not used air conditioning
with CO2 as the refrigerant for the new
Prius? Two years ago, Denso said this
vehicle would be the first to use it.
We have been looking at it, but we gave
up two years ago. I haven’t been working
on it myself, but one of the reasons
for deciding against it was that the
packaging space required was too large.
In any case we have a world first with
a different type of system, also from
Denso. It’s unique in the automative
sector, though a number of fridges
use it: it works on the ejector principle

“For the hybrid components we have reduced the
costs by 30 per cent. The number of chassis and
suspension parts is cut by 50 per cent, making the
car much more efficient in production terms”

PRIUS FACTS

• Engine 		
1.8 litre Atkinson cycle gasoline
• Max power			
98 hp at 5200 rev/min
• Max torque
		
142 Nm at 4000 rev/min
• Electric motor
Permanent magnet, synchronous
• Max voltage		
650
• Max power			
60 kW (80 hp)
• Max torque			
207 Nm
• Battery
		
202v nickel metal hydride
• Capacity			
6.5 Ah
• Transmission			
Electric CVT
• Max speed			
180 km/h
• Full system power		
134 hp
• 0-100 km/h acceleration
10.4 sec
• Fuel consumption		
3.90 lit/100 km
• CO2 emissions			
89 g/km
• Steering			
Electric power assisted
• Water pump		
Electric
• A/C compressor		
Electric
• Powertrain modes		
EV, ECO and Power
• Ventilation system		
Solar powered (optional)
• Cruise control		
Radar based adaptive with lane
departure warning
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Aciduis nit vel utpat, velendreet wisi.
Giam velit ip eugue corerat uerostrud tat.
Usto consecte eu facidui smolor irit nos do

Battery-powered FT-EV (above) is a
concept based on the iQ minicar and
is Toyota’s likely solution for a city
commuter; new Prius hybrid powertrain
(far right) will see service in a number of
high-volume products

and gives a 25 per cent energy saving
compared with conventional systems. It
runs off an electric compressor, so it can
be turned on or off whether or not the
engine is running.
Toyota has stated that by 2020 all its
model lines will offer a hybrid option.
Will they feature a powertrain like this
(on the Prius) or will there be a simpler
version for large-volume vehicles?
At the moment we are intending to
use the two-motor principle with the

reduction gear system for [our] hybrid
vehicles. There will not be a simpler
system.
So all your cars will be full hybrids?
Yes. We have already had experience
using one-motor CVT systems. [Prior
to this programme] I had been working
on the one-motor system: it was a
hybrid minivan, only for the Japanese
domestic market – the Estima and
Alphard hybrid. I also worked on the
mild hybrid for the Crown, the luxury
model for the Japanese market. So we
have had experience working on several
different kinds of hybrid systems – and
finally we decided to standardise on this
system for the future.

But this system is configured purely for
front wheel drive. What happens for
rear wheel drive designs such as Lexus
models?
It’s basically still the same. In the case of
rear wheel drive cars, which [generally]
have a higher maximum speed, we
have adopted two gear ratios [for the
electric motor]. The basic philosophy
is completely the same. This gives
us a larger volume of hybrids, so the
costs will come down – not only for the
hardware but for the software too. We
are now preparing the same logic to
control the hybrid system [throughout
our line-up] so it helps a lot to reduce
the development resources we require.
The software takes a long time to
develop: previously, when we had

“Our biggest concern with lithium ion is the present cost. The maximum
output is also a concern, the peak output for a short time, say 1 or 2 seconds”
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Hybrids go mainstream

UK Business secretary
Peter Mandelson visits
Toyota’s UK plant where the
Auris HSD will be the first
volume production hybrid

UK Secretary of State for Business
Lord Mandelson announced in July
that Toyota’s Burnaston plant in
central England would build the
hybrid version of the Auris, shown as
a concept model (right).
The hybrid version of the Auris will
debut as a volume production model
in mid-2010 and will be unique as a
full gasoline hybrid in a mainstream
market where sales are heavily
weighted towards diesels, especially
for company vehicles.
The Auris hybrid will share the 1.8
litre full hybrid powertrain of the
new Prius, with engines coming from
Toyota’s facility in Deeside, North
Wales.
“With this announcement, Toyota
has taken a significant step forward
in ensuring that full hybrids become

more accessible to a wider range of
customers. Such efforts are crucial
if we are to see more low-carbon
vehicles on European roads,” said
Tadashi Arashima, CEO and President
of Toyota Motor Europe.

If you had a really big battery, would
you still keep the same engine or
would you have a smaller rangeextender unit?
Remember that after having driven in
EV mode, the car becomes a normal
hybrid. So we still have to consider the
size of the engine for that [phase].
At the Detroit show in January you
showed the FT-EV, an electric concept
version of the iQ city car. In Toyota’s
plan, will its very small cars be pure
battery vehicles? What kind of range is
possible?
Yes, at the moment that’s what the plan
is. The FT-EV targets a top speed of
110 km/h and a range of 80 km, but it
is too early to speak about the range of
production EVs.
several kinds of hardware types it was
hard to develop the logic systems.
How many people are working on
software development?
In total more than 2000 staff are now
working on the Prius project, including
the production engineering. For
software, it’s about 100.
What are the next areas on the vehicle
you will be looking at to save even
more fuel in the future?
It’s a very difficult question. We still
have to concentrate on the efficiency
of the hybrid system; we have to
concentrate on the electrical system,
the motor and the inverter, also. In the
near future, we think the most realistic

solution is the plug-in hybrid. [We
believe] the plug-in hybrid can make
double the fuel economy. That is our
biggest challenge for the future, I think.
How easy will it be to sell a plug-in
hybrid with just 20 km range? In the
US, for instance, they want a range
of 40 miles (65 km) for commuting so
that you never have to put fuel into the
vehicle.
There is no specific technical reason
for this [20 km range] – just the cost
of the batteries. If the user is prepared
to accept the cost, we can extend the
driving range: it’s up to the market
demand.

Akihiro Otsuka joined
Toyota after graduating
from university in 1986,
working initially in the
noise and vibration
department. He began
work on hybrids in 1998
and was named as chief
engineer for the
2010 Prius in 2005.
On the Prius
programme he
took responsibility
for 100 team
leaders, each
assigned to a
different area of
Prius development.
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Eaton hybrid utility truck

Plug in to
an electric
future...

When President Barack Obama visited the Electric Vehicle
Technical Center of Southern California Edison, he was able to
preview a new concept of hybrid utility vehicle intended to make
substantial fuel consumption and emissions reductions.
The vehicle also reduces air and noise pollution from work sites,
as Anthony Smith reports
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“...we will put one
million plug-in
hybrid vehicles on
America’s roads
by 2015”
President Obama
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Eaton hybrid utility truck

“...for decades we have avoided doing
what must be done as a nation to turn
challenge into opportunity” President Obama

President Barack Obama and Edison
International Chairman, Ted Craver,
inspect the plug-in hybrid utility truck
conversion supported by Ricardo.
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An Apollo-level challenge
In creating the clean energy economy
of tomorrow, the President outlined
the need for sustained and deliberate
efforts over time. Comparing the
significance of this challenge to that
of the Apollo space programme and
the launch of the internet in previous
decades, he also emphasised the need

for investment from government. In
addition to announcing key government
initiatives in areas including wind and
solar power, advanced biofuels and
clean coal, he set ambitious goals for
vehicle electrification: “…we will put
one million plug-in hybrid vehicles on
America’s roads by 2015,” he declared.
As he made his address President
Image courtesy of Southern California Edison

T

here can be little doubt that the
political mood of the United
States has moved dramatically
in favour of the development of clean
transportation – especially those
clean technologies that can not only
address the long-established needs
for energy security and environmental
sustainability, but which also do so in
a manner that becomes an engine for
economic recovery and growth. This
new enthusiasm for clean technology
was very much in evidence during the
presidential visit on March 19 to the
Electric Vehicle Technical Center of
Southern California Edison.
Underscoring the need for change
in this area, President Obama pointed
out that lack of action had led to an
unsustainable position: “…for decades
we have avoided doing what must be
done as a nation to turn challenge into
opportunity. As a consequence we
import more oil today that we did on
9/11. The 1908 Model T earned better
gas mileage than a typical SUV sold
in 2008. And even as our economy
has been transformed by new forms
of technology, our electric grid looks
much as it did half a century ago.”

Obama stood before one of America’s
latest and most intriguing plug-in hybrid
vehicle demonstrators, one which has
arisen from a highly innovative initiative
sponsored and co-ordinated by the
Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI)
and involving the Ford Motor Company
and the Eaton Corporation, assisted by
Ricardo Inc. Whereas many advanced
plug-in hybrid product concepts and
demonstrators have focused on the
consumer automotive market, this
project has instead addressed the
needs of utility vehicles. Moreover,
while most previous projects have
sought to use plug-in hybrid electric
(PHEV) technology to minimise fossil
fuel usage in vehicle propulsion, this
project aims to demonstrate the highly
significant fuel saving potential and
local environmental benefits of using
PHEV technology to provide the basis
for efficient, clean and low noisenuisance stationary work which would
otherwise require the operation of the
vehicle’s diesel engine.

Trouble trucks clean up
The application focus of the project
was the so-called ‘trouble’ trucks
operated by the many electric utility
companies across the United States.
With a high proportion of power
distribution across the country taking
place through overhead lines, these
utility vehicles are a frequent sight on
American roads. Equipped with boom
and bucket or cherry-picker equipment,
they are used for both maintenance
and repair – the latter application from
which they derive the name ‘trouble’
– as well as in the installation of new
power lines. The fleet size of vehicles
of this type is considerable as, in
addition to their use by power utility
companies, they are also employed by
the many fixed-line telecoms operators
and highways authorities throughout
the country.
Typically the boom and bucket
systems and ancillary equipment
on these vehicles are hydraulically
operated from a pump driven by a

power take-off from the vehicle’s
engine. As such, the engine is required
to operate at or near idle speed and at
a very low average load throughout a
typical work shift which can be many
hours in duration. This means constant
noise and fuel consumption, which
makes battery based operation at work
sites a very attractive option, as Paul
Gartner, hybrid control system engineer
at Eaton Corporation, explains:”
“Plug-in hybridisation makes
tremendous sense for this application.
Line work needs to be carried out
day and night, so not only is there
the potential for very substantial
fuel savings but we also have the
opportunity to reduce the noise impact
upon people living in the vicinity
of the work. This same powertrain
technology could be further enhanced,
for example allowing a quiet electric-

Eaton has already converted
its existing production parallel
hybrid system for installation on
a standard-cab Ford F-550 truck
(pictured below). In re-engineering
this concept for PHEV
application Eaton sought
external assistance
from Ricardo
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Eaton hybrid utility truck

“Plug-in
hybridisation
makes tremendous
sense for this
application”
Paul Gartner, hybrid
control system engineer,
Eaton Corporation
only mode of approach to work sites in
residential areas.”
Eaton has long been active in the
provision of hybrid systems – both
electric and hydraulic – that can be
built into commercial vehicles, and
its systems are available as factoryfit options on selected models from
truck makers such as International,
Peterbilt, Kenworth and Freightliner.
The company’s standard hybrid
products are to be found in the
logistics fleets of major organisations
including FedEx, UPS, Coca-Cola,
Pepsi and Wal-Mart. In most cases
these systems are purchased in the
market on strictly objective economic
grounds: the typical fuel economy
improvement they offer is estimated
by Eaton as being in the 30-60 per cent
range depending on the application
and operating conditions. Brake
component longevity is significantly
improved, too, according to Eaton.
The existing Eaton hybrid product
is a parallel hybrid in principle and is
based on an industry standard SAE
J1939 communications architecture
linking the truck engine to an AC electric
machine mounted on the input shaft
of an automated manual transmission.
The heavy duty applications served by
the Eaton production hybrid system
are diesel powered, and the automated
manual transmission integrated with
the AC electric machine shares much of
its non-hybrid production transmission
design.
The system provides electric-only
launch, torque assist and regenerative
braking to some considerable effect,
explains Gartner. “The benefit of
regenerative braking in particular
is huge, because of the scale of the
vehicles to which the system is fitted.
Significant energy is typically lost in
braking due to the mass of the vehicle,
and much of this can be recaptured and
14 RICARDO QUARTERLY REVIEW • Q3, 2009

stored in the battery. As we typically
recommend this system to customers
in the delivery sector where a large
proportion of stop-start operation is
needed, the commercial benefit in
terms of fuel economy improvement
can be very attractive.”
In the first phase of the EPRI
‘Medium Duty Trouble Truck PHEV
project’ Eaton converted its existing
production parallel hybrid system for
installation on a standard-cab Ford
F-550 truck. With a wheelbase of 3.58
m (140.8”) and gross weight of 7938
kg (17,500 lbs), the vehicle is powered
by a 6.4 litre V8 diesel engine. While
the vehicle is smaller than typical for
an Eaton customer application, there
were no particular challenges with
the hardware. The greater obstacle
was in matching the communications
architecture between the open heavy
duty standard used on larger vehicles
– and Eaton’s hybrid system – and the
proprietary architecture of the much
smaller Ford truck platform.
The F-550 becomes a plug-in
Having installed the production
system, however, the next step was
to re-engineer the vehicle as a plug-in
hybrid. Eaton had identified its chosen
battery system; like the system on
the production parallel hybrid it was
based on Li-ion chemistry but it was
otherwise a very different pack. The
production hybrid system is based on
a commercially available high-power
pack of 1.8 kWh capacity which is
capable of handling the large charge/
discharge transients during roadgoing hybrid operation. Conversely,
the PHEV requires a much higher
energy capacity of 16 kWh, appropriate
to supplying day-to-day stationary
work requirements of four to six
hours (depending on hydraulic power
demand) with an overnight recharge
time of four to eight hours. As this is an
entirely new form of application it was
unsurprising that the intended battery
system itself needed to be a bespoke
product, albeit manufactured from
standard production cells.
Given the demands of its existing
production programmes, Eaton
decided to seek external assistance
from Ricardo for the next stage
of the EPRI research project. Jeff
Emmendorfer, senior project control

and electronics project engineer at
Ricardo’s Detroit Technology Campus,
takes up the story:
“Our principal involvement in the
project was to support Eaton by taking
responsibility for the electrical and
controls system integration aspects
of the plug-in hybrid project. We took
delivery of the research prototype
‘trouble’ truck with the production
Eaton hybrid system installed, together
with all of the specifications and
documentation for the vehicle and the
selected high energy battery system to
be integrated into the PHEV version.”
Ricardo soon identified that the
production inverter and battery pack
were very closely integrated. For this
reason the initial focus was placed on
understanding the CAN signals that
would be required from a new control
interface so that the new high energy
pack might be integrated without
having to incur the cost of replacing
the inverter. The first key milestone
was therefore to integrate the new
battery pack through a new control
interface and demonstrate that the full
functionality of the production hybrid
system could be replicated, albeit
using only a very narrow state-ofcharge range of the new much higher
capacity pack.
Stage two: plug-in charging
The second stage of Ricardo’s work
then moved on to consideration of the
plug-in charging function requirements
of the new battery pack. Charging
was to be via a standard 120 v/240 v
plug-in power input to a 3.3 kW charger
unit – enabling a maximum recharging
period of around five hours. Safety
was a crucial aspect of this work and
efforts were made in the design of the
control system, for example, to ensure
that the high voltage bus linking the
battery pack to the rest of the hybrid
system was isolated whilst the unit
was plugged in for charging. While this
work was carried out in advance of the
opening of the new Battery Systems
Development Center at the Ricardo
Detroit Technology Campus (see
box overleaf) the nature of the work
undertaken underscores the need for
integrated battery pack, powertrain and
vehicle development.
The third stage of Ricardo’s work
on the project focused on the creation

of the necessary control architecture
and algorithms that would enable
the vehicle to operate as a PHEV. The
vehicle requirements analysis based
upon simulation carried out by EPRI
and Eaton at the outset of the project
had shown clearly that by far the
greatest fuel efficiency gains would be
made from using the excess battery
capacity to substitute for the engine
while the vehicle was operating at a
work site. The control system of the
PHEV would thus need to operate in
a fundamentally different manner
to a typical passenger car PHEV
application, where the over-arching
objective is to minimise the use of the
combustion engine for propulsion.
In the baseline hybrid powertrain
the controller has a target battery
pack state of charge of around 50 per
cent, and will balance its torque assist
and regenerative braking functions to
ensure that it maintains this average
state of charge over time. Conversely
for the PHEV version, the vehicle
needs to maintain very different states
of charge on its way to and from its
depot and work sites. The new control
system therefore takes the target state
of charge of the battery pack as that at
the start of the journey – generally at or
near fully charged on its way from the
depot at the beginning of the shift and
in a depleted state on its return from
the work site. This aspect of the control
system is crucial in ensuring the
maximum use of grid electric power
rather than using the diesel engine as a
generator.
Site work: electric only
While the original hybrid powertrain
enabled a limited amount of electriconly working of the boom and bucket
system, the PHEV is considerably more
capable in this respect. At the work
site, the control system allows the
electric power take-off to be operated
solely from the battery in electriconly mode. In the same manner as
the engine in a conventional PHEV,
however, the control system will
automatically start the engine should
the battery state of charge fall below
a lower critical set point. Not only
will this ensure uninterrupted use of
the boom and bucket system – an
important safety consideration – but
the control system also uses engine
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Eaton hybrid utility truck

Eaton estimates that
overall fuel savings for
this vehicle in its intended
application will be as
high as 70 per cent
in comparison with
the conventionally
powered baseline
vehicle

‘‘

Re-engineering
development
processes for
future vehicles

Karina Morley is Ricardo’s global
director of controls and electronics
and is responsible for the new Battery
Systems Development Center, opened
in Detroit in early 2009. This new stateof-the-art facility enables the company
to evaluate and optimise batteries
throughout the development cycle,
from the early stages through batterypack production and integration
into new hybrid, plug-in hybrid and
electric vehicles. Here she outlines the
company’s strategy in this crucial area
of future development.
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ur vision in creating the
engineering organisation and
infrastructure for the future is to focus
on the development of extremely high
fuel efficiency, low-CO2 vehicles that
offer at least the same vehicle range as
today while providing clean solutions
and which reduce the nation’s – and
indeed the world’s – dependence on
oil. As demonstrated by President
Obama’s comments made during his
visit to the Electric Vehicle Technical
Center of Southern California
Edison, there is a clear and current
political direction here in the US that
recognises the need for both public as
well as private investment, and which
presents a very realistic view of the
challenges we face. This political mood
is reflected too in the support provided
for high fuel efficiency vehicle
initiatives both at individual state and
regional levels throughout the US.
It is clear to Ricardo that the
increasing electrification of vehicle
powertrains is a key enabler for a
future more sustainable transportation
system, and that the plug-in hybrid
in particular offers a very practical
solution. A major challenge however
lies in the creation of products that

offer customers a similar performance
and cost proposition to that of today’s
vehicles. The battery system already
represents a very significant proportion
of the cost premium of today’s hybrids,
but in a plug-in vehicle the additional
energy storage capacity required
makes the cost considerably higher. In
the case of the Eaton system described
in this article, for example, the PHEV
version requires almost a complete
order of magnitude increase in battery
capacity over the standard production
hybrid.
The imperative to deliver robust, costoptimised and well engineered systems
fully integrated with the vehicle and
its control systems has been a key
influence in our decision to invest in our
Battery Systems Development Center
(BSDC). We are already using this
facility in our research programmes,
for example taking cell technologies
from specialist suppliers, designing
and developing battery systems
mechanically and thermally, and
applying the latest in control electronics
both in order to achieve the required
operational characteristics and for
monitoring cell health and state of
charge. As the BSDC is a fully integrated

part of our organisation we are also
ideally placed to handle the integration
of these systems into vehicles. As such,
we can take the development process
from the cell technology to vehicle
implementation, designing the pack
and the battery management system as
well as the hybrid powertrain. We can

the baseline hybrid system from which
this PHEV has been engineered have
tested and certified 30 per cent fuel
savings with the US Internal Revenue
Service, qualifying for tax credits for
high fuel efficiency vehicles.
70 per cent savings in prospect
Clearly the PHEV ‘trouble’ truck
should benefit from similar savings
on the road, but added to this will be
the almost complete elimination of
stationary running of the engine. Based
on simulation studies, Eaton estimates
that overall fuel savings for this vehicle
in its intended application will be as
high as 70 per cent in comparison with
the conventionally powered baseline
vehicle. If successful, the project could
thus help ensure that a whole class of
future utility vehicles is significantly
more fuel efficient as well as audibly
less intrusive for those living close to
work sites.

test the pack in a simulated vehicle in
the BSDC, then development test it on a
hybrid dynamometer together with the
remaining powertrain components, and
finally develop it into the vehicle itself.
We thus have the ability to cover the
whole cycle of development of the most
crucial element of the plug-in hybrid

and electric vehicle powertrain.
Battery costs can and will come down
but there will be challenges beyond
simply achieving production volumes
at which economies of scale are likely to
be realised. Lithium-ion in particular is
an expensive technology but there are
many ways for us to use engineering
skills and innovation to reduce pack
costs. In my view this will happen in
an incremental manner but, taken over
time, the reductions could be very
substantial. In terms of manufacturing
processes, a good analogy for the
current cost position of battery systems
manufacturing is perhaps that of the
dramatic fall in the prices of integrated
circuits over the past few decades. The
cost of batteries is unlikely to come
down over quite the same scale as that
but there will be substantial reductions
through the implementation of similar
types of innovations.
I see it as Ricardo’s role to drive
forward the research that will enable
the high-quality, cost-optimised battery
systems of the future to be created, and
to provide the engineering organisation
and facilities with which future products
based on these systems can be
developed.

‘‘

power to recharge the battery in these
circumstances in order to enable
operation of the diesel engine at a
higher, more efficient load point.
All of the vehicle-based work carried
out by Ricardo was undertaken in
the extensive vehicle workshop that
forms part of the company’s Detroit
facility. Following final testing the first
PHEV ‘trouble’ truck was handed over
by Eaton and Ricardo to Southern
California Edison in March, just ahead
of the presidential visit. The engineering
of the PHEV vehicle systems having
been completed, Eaton, EPRI and Ford
will now take this project forward. In
addition to some further improvements
– including the electrification of ancillary
vehicle systems – the partners intend to
produce a number of these vehicles for
evaluation by a number of power utility
companies across the United States.
The fuel-saving potential of the vehicle
is extremely promising. Purchasers of
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Lubricants:

smoothing the road
to CO2 reduction
New-generation lubricants could deliver significant CO2 reductions
and enable many next-generation powertrain technologies if their
development is co-ordinated with engine and transmission design.
Ricardo is establishing a new consortium in order to accelerate
research in this key area, as Jesse Crosse reports.

I

n the battle against CO2 most
things have been thought of and
the majority have been closely
scrutinised. Alternative fuels, full
hybrids, plug-in hybrids, electric
vehicles, fuel cell vehicles, hydrogen
engines, and downsized petrol and
diesel engines – all have been the
subject of focused research and
development effort, much of which has
been reported in RQ. Yet one arguably
widely neglected aspect of automotive

engineering with the potential for
major CO2 savings is that of advanced
lubrication technology.
As of October 2009, Ricardo is
extending an invitation to automakers,
Tier 1 suppliers, oil companies,
lubricant additive manufacturers
and government agencies to form a
pre-competitive consortium aimed at
addressing the key role automotive
lubricants can potentially play in
reducing CO2 emissions and enabling

future engine technologies. By pooling
both resources and information, this
consortium will aim to bridge the gap
between the hardware manufacturing
and the fuels and lubricants industries.
The consortium will concentrate on
defined core modules such as the
effects of soot in oil, friction reduction
and the effects of lubricants on
aftertreatment systems.
This will allow members to focus
more closely on the areas which
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Friction is one of the most obvious culprits
when it comes to the parasitic losses which
consume fuel and create more CO2
interest them, while providing
technical discussion forums,
access to current and future engine
technologies and data that is privy only
to participating members. Although
lubrication may not seem the most
obvious means of reducing CO2, the
kind of problems which need resolving
are wide ranging. To get the ball rolling
the consortium will focus initially on
four main modules of study:
Module 1:

Module 2:

Module 3:

Module 4:

Next-generation low 		
emissions light duty 		
engines using high EGR
levels
Next-generation heavy
duty engine technology
and the effects on soot 		
levels
Enabling ultra–low 		
viscosity lubricants
and the benefits of 		
friction reduction on fuel
consumption
Lubricant effects
on emissions and
aftertreatment
performance in future 		
engines

However, as on-going research at Ricardo
is revealing, there are still more areas
where CO2 emissions and lubricants are
inextricably linked, as we shall see.
Exhaust gas recirculation –
crucial but comes at a price
Proposed as the first area for
investigation by the consortium, EGR is
20 RICARDO QUARTERLY REVIEW • Q3, 2009

principally used to reduce engine-out
NOx emissions in diesel engines as, in
general, the lower the NOx emissions
at source, the less expensive the
exhaust aftertreatment needs to be.
But as EGR increases, so too does the
soot content of the oil and inevitably
as a consequence, wear rates can
potentially increase. Yet because
EGR is now being used under widely
varying conditions, the exact nature
and quantity of the soot reaching the
lubricant is as yet unknown.
“The chemical nature and amount
of the soot can vary depending on the
environment in which it is created,”
explains project director of fuels and
lubricants at Ricardo, Craig Goodfellow.
“Soot in oil correlation with engine
wear has already been demonstrated
by Ricardo and many others. The total
base number of the lubricant (TBN,
its acidity) is affected by EGR too and
increased EGR rates can go hand in
hand with greater lubricant acidity and
the potential for increased corrosion.”
However, the effects of soot in oil
are complex and there are several
schools of thought as to what causes
most wear. One suggestion is known
as third body wear, similar to the effect
of a grain of sand between two pieces
of glass; another possibility is that
the soot absorbs certain key lubricant
additives, reducing their effectiveness
and hence compromising lubrication
performance. A third school of
thought holds that soot can prevent
the lubricant film from being locally
refreshed, causing local wear hotspots

in the engine. In truth, the jury is still
out on which is the most significant of
the three.
EGR is less prevalent in gasoline
engines simply because the threeway catalytic converter has been
so successful in dealing with NOx.
But in future engine generations
where downsizing combined with
high specific power output becomes
commonplace, two approaches are
being favoured. The first is to move
to boosted, lean burn combustion,
using EGR to reduce engine-out
NOx. The second is highly boosted
stoichiometric combustion, using EGR
to prevent knock at high load and high
boost. In both cases, using external
EGR may give rise to a similar problem
to that experienced with diesels – that
of high levels of soot in the oil.
Much more research is required to
understand how much contamination
of lubricating oil by soot may take
place and what the chemical properties
of the contamination may be in
engines of this type.
Ricardo has investigated the lubricant
characteristics and requirements of
many advanced prototype engines,
but running traditional lubricant
tests for several hundred hours to
investigate wear rates – either by ‘strip
and inspect’ methods or by analysis
of metal traces in the lubricant – is not
feasible at the levels required to be
observable in such valuable prototype
engines. The company has available an
advanced technique known as thin layer
activation (TLA), also referred to as
RNT or radionuclide testing. This highly
specialised technique involves the
irradiation of one or more components
in the engine and monitoring the
build-up of radioactive elements in the
sump as the componentry wears. It is
an extremely sensitive process capable
of measuring much lower levels of
wear than conventional analytical
chemistry or rating methods and can be
performed online in real time.
Friction, CO2’s best friend
Friction is one of the most obvious
culprits when it comes to the parasitic
losses which consume fuel and create
more CO2. It manifests itself in a
number of different areas, during the
interaction between pistons and bores,
the valve gear and bearings. Good
quality lubricants improve matters
but, ironically, their own viscosity
contributes to the engine’s overall
losses too.
An effective way of reducing CO2
emissions still further is by developing

Engine downsizing with higher
cylinder pressures places opposing
demands to the desire for reduced
bearing diameters to give lower
friction - for this reason bearing sizes
are not expected to reduce by much in
the near future

improved lubricants in conjunction
with new engine designs. “One key
area researchers are working on is
optimising lubricant viscosity and fuel
consumption with it,” says Goodfellow.
“In reality, this means reducing
viscosity much further than ever before.
In doing so, the hydrodynamic friction
is reduced, giving good benefits under
cold start conditions and smaller, but
still desirable, improvements also under
hot operating conditions.”
Traditionally, moving from a thicker
oil, such as a 10W/40, to a thin oil like
0W/20 grade can yield gains of a couple
of per cent, depending on the engine.
The question is this: can the viscosity
be reduced still further than that, taking
the formulation of lubricants into new
territory? Reducing viscosity not only
reduces hydrodynamic friction between
sliding components like pistons but can
also allow the use of a smaller oil pump
absorbing less power from the engine
parasitically.
One of the challenges faced
in reducing viscosity is avoiding
increased wear between components
due to an increase in boundary
contacts. The replacement of sliding
contacts with rolling contacts in the
engine as well as the use of smoother
The introduction of roller finger followers
can significantly reduce valvetrain friction

surfaces or surface coatings such as
Diamond-Like Carbon (DLC) helps.
For example, the introduction of roller
finger cam followers significantly
reduces losses in the valvetrain,
and the replacement of plain main
crankshaft bearings with roller
bearings has been claimed to reduce
fuel consumption by up to five per
cent over a drive cycle, with most of
this benefit coming during the warmup phase.

Potential for CO2 reduction also
lies in reducing friction generated by
transmission components. Transmission
lubrication is somewhat simpler because
of the lack of combustion products but,
on the flip side, transmission lubricants
must endure high surface pressures and
in many cases must also remain in the
transmission for the life of the vehicle.
With the European Union set to
introduce financial penalties
for automakers whose
models exceed
set fleet average
CO2 emissions,
specifying an
advanced,
low-friction
engine lubricant
for factory
fill can bring
monetary benefits
for the automaker. The
new regulations, due to be
phased in gradually from
2012, will use a sliding scale
to penalise manufacturers who
exceed the legislated limits: up to €95
per g/km CO2 excess, multiplied by
the carmaker’s annual output, may be
payable. So any gains that can be made
in reducing friction, however small, can
be financially valuable.
Aftertreatment needs care
The question here is – and probably
always has been – this: how can we
minimise the amount of unwanted
chemical species and materials
reaching the aftertreatment system?
Aftertreatment systems, be they
diesel particulate filters, de-NOx
devices or simple three-way catalytic

Valve train group friction

HLA= hydraulic lash adjuster
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An increasing variety of liner materials and
running surfaces are available offering a
range of potential cost-benefit outcomes

Research is only just starting on the
interaction between DLC and lubricants
deactivation of precious metal sites.
Phosphorous can cause permanent
problems and can also deposit
phosphate glass on the surfaces of
the substrate, reducing surface area
availability. In general, one of the tasks
for lubricant chemists is to move a
lubricating oil’s additive pack towards
more benign formulations with reduced
metal, phosphorus and sulphur
contents. This can involve moving to
so-called ashless packages, ideally
based on carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen
and oxygen only. Inevitably, this area
warrants more research too and
would benefit from close co-operation
between powertrain, aftertreatment
and lubricant manufacturers.

industry viewpoints

converters, can be all too easily affected
by what comes down the exhaust pipe.
Depending on the type of system,
the wrong substances can cause
temporary or permanent deactivation
of the catalyst, blocking or reduction
in capacity. Any metallic component in
the lubricant, for example, will combust
and produce metallic ash which can
build up in particulate filters. This will
cause a fuel consumption penalty for
two reasons: firstly, because of a rise in
back pressure and, secondly, because
if the storage capacity is reduced,
regeneration will need to take place
more frequently.
Sulphur and phosphorus are a
particular problem and can cause

Brian
Crichton
Manager,
industry liaison,
Infineum
International
Limited.
What role do you see for
lubricants in enabling the
development of efficient
next-generation engine
technologies?
Lubricants can be enablers
for advanced hardware
introduction, providing
significant contributions
to fuel economy, hardware
durability, materials
compatibility, and emissions
systems lifetimes.
What benefits do you believe
can ultimately be realised
with new low-viscosity
lubricants? To what extent
will this require codevelopment with engine and
transmission design?
We believe it is possible
to deliver 2-3 per cent fuel

efficiency gains compared
to standard approaches
with existing hardware. We
can do this by optimising
viscometrics, chemical
modification of friction,
developing formulation
chemistry to prevent
thickening, and by ensuring
that oil changes are done at the
right time. Further gains can be
made through lubricant flow
optimisation, by reducing the
work done through pumping
lubricant around the system,
and by co-development of
lubricant and hardware.
Can lubricants be formulated
in the future to protect
engines running on a variety
of fuels, including biofuels?
It’s clear that the highest
quality lubricants cope
better with biofuels. We
can formulate to negate the
specific chemical effects
of biofuel dilution, but it
is a challenge to deal with
viscometric effects from gross
fuel dilution.
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Looking further ahead
Biofuels may bring with them the
promise of sustainability, but they
can also have a detrimental effect on
the properties of engine lubricants.
First-generation biodiesel is generally
based on FAME (fatty acid methyl
ester) technology derived from
transesterification of oils or fats.
“One particular area of concern
relates to post injection of fuel to
regenerate aftertreatment systems
such as diesel particulate filters,”
explains Goodfellow. “The process
deposits fuel on the wall of the
combustion chamber, leading to a
build-up in oil dilution to as much as 20
per cent in extreme cases.”
Biodiesel components are not as
stable as the lubricant they are diluting
and, like foodstuffs, will eventually
deteriorate through oxidation, creating
gums and deposits and changing the
viscosity profile of the oil. There can
also be incompatibilities between
biofuels and materials in the engine:
these can for example lead to the
swelling or embrittlement of seals.
Incompatibilities can also cause

EGR will be a key technology
for reducing engine-out NOx
emissions from both gasoline
and diesel LD and HD engines
in the future. Do you foresee
this causing new challenges?
We know how to deal with
soot through deployment
of powerful ‘soot busting’
dispersant technologies, and
we understand how to meet
the challenges posed by NOx,
whether through chemical
degradation of the lubricant or
corrosion. The central issue is
how best to ensure long term
durability and protection of
engines as conditions become
more severe.
Do you think that ashless
lubricants will achieve
commercialisation in the
short to medium term?
We would rather pose the
question ‘why do lubes have
to be ashless?’. There is a
place for ashless components,
and we already use significant
quantities to meet the needs
of modern engines. We are

also investing in novel ashless
components. However, there
has to be a compromise
between oil performance,
longevity and hardware
durability on the one hand,
and oil constitution on the
other. With current mid and
low SAPS technologies we
have probably reached the
point of best compromise
– at least until we are really
co-developing lubricant and
hardware to deliver truly
optimised systems.
Where do you think the next
big breakthrough will come
within lubricants technology?
Fuel economy lubricants will
be important. The pressure
to reduce CO2 emissions will
not stop, and there will be
opportunities to deliver the
highest possible fuel economy
from synergistic lubricant/
hardware combinations. The
challenge will be to balance
fuel economy capability with
long term engine durability.

corrosion of soft metal surfaces such
as those present in bearings, where
components like lead, tin and copper
can be leached out of the bearing by the
biofuel present in the sump, causing
premature corrosive wear.
Ethanol in gasoline creates its own
set of problems, too, particularly on
the short low speed urban cycle where
significant build-up of ethanol can
occur in the sump. Ethanol increases
water solubility in oil, which can
lead to internal corrosion of engine
components. Then, as the ethanol
oxidises in the high temperature
environment, aggressive chemicals
such as aldehydes and acids may be
formed: these also act as powerful
corrosives.
Engines are not all cast-iron
Lubricants have been designed
based on cast iron engines and steel
components, and it is accepted
that current generation lubricant
surface chemistry works very well on
ferrous materials. The formation of
tribological films from components
like ZDDP (Zinc Dialkyl-DithioPhosphate) are very effective with
ferrous systems.
What is not so well known is
whether the same tribology exists

Which lubricant base-stock
developments will be important
for the future?
Very high viscosity index fluids
may allow the optimisation
of both viscometrics and load
bearing capability through
careful selection of molecular
architectures. Such base fluids,
used with the most advanced
additive technologies, and codeveloped with hardware, could
deliver significant extension to oil
life, engine protection and system
durability, and thus deliver high
value to end-users.

Giovanni
Cipolla
Advanced
engineering
director, GM
Powertrain
Europe
What role do you see for
lubricants in enabling the
development of efficient nextgeneration engine technologies?
Lubricants could help meet

with non-ferrous surfaces. These could
simply be aluminium, non-ferrous
new materials like Alusil, Lokasil or
Tribosil (all of these are variants of
aluminium-silicon running surfaces) or
new coatings such as DLC, chromium
nitride, titanium nitride, or plasma
sprayed surfaces. All of these will have
a different surface coating structure
and chemistry, yet it is expected that a

lubricant developed for ferrous surfaces
will operate equally effectively on all
of them. Unfortunately this is far from
being a universal truth.
Research is only just starting on the
interaction between DLC and lubricants.
There are data to suggest that there
is an effective anti-wear tribological
film formed on DLC running surfaces
but there is also some evidence to

There is clear potential
to reduce viscosity further beyond
today’s levels but this will require integrated
hardware/lubricant developments. Here, a
software model of crankshaft oil flow is shown

future challenging demands by
improving viscosity behaviour,
reducing sensitivity to fuel
dilution, improving cooling
characteristics and increasing lube
life and change intervals.

and solve the issues of lubricant
properties decay and corrosion in
relation to biodiesel use. The main
problem lies with diesel engines
and regeneration of DPFs needed
for Euro 4 and Euro 5.

What benefits do you believe
can ultimately be realised with
new low-viscosity lubricants and
to what extent will this require
co-development with engine and
transmission design?
In terms of CO2 reduction,
lubricant viscosity improvement
could contribute (in conventional
engine and transmission design)
by a maximum of 1 to 2 per cent.
Additional advantages could
be achieved in the case of an
optimized co-design by reducing
lubricant flow, mating surfaces
and optimising gaps or focused
lubricant management.

EGR will be a key technology
for reducing engine-out NOx
emissions from both gasoline
and diesel LD and HD engines in
the future. Do you foresee this
causing new challenges?
As an OEM powertrain engineer,
I think it important that lubricant
companies face and solve the
question of increased wear
through soot and the formation
of sludge, both of which affect
engine life. These issues are
exacerbated through the use
of EGR at higher flow rates and
lower temperatures and this
will be particularly important in
future generations of engines.
To meet EU6 and the US Tier 2
regulations, we have no option
but to increase the rate of EGR
to control NOx, because it is not
feasible to fit DeNOx catalysts
to smaller cars. The high rates

Can lubricants be formulated
in the future to protect engines
running on a variety of fuels,
including biofuels?
I can only recommend that
lubricant companies must face

of EGR cause fouling of the EGR
valve and cooler. Oil vapour in the
EGR gases contributes to this so
formulation is important.
Do you think that ashless
lubricants will achieve
commercialisation in the short to
medium term?
My recommendation would be
that lubricant companies move
towards the commercialisation
of ashless lubricants, provided
that the cost impact is limited.
As things stand today, ashless
lubricants would certainly help in
the protection of aftertreatment
systems, but it isn’t essential.
Where do you think the next big
breakthrough will come within
lubricants technology?
As far as CO2 reduction is
concerned, this will come through
viscosity improvement and
mainly by optimised lubrication
management throughout
the powertrain’s full range of
operating conditions.
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say that things like friction modifiers
do not work in quite the same way
on DLC. Historically, in the late 1990s
there were problems with nickel
matrix silicon carbide (Nikasil) liners
and sulphur in fuel. Today, sulphur
levels have dramatically reduced
and manufacturers have also moved
away from Nikasil. But reports from
the field suggest that some of the
new aluminium-silicon materials are
exhibiting different kinds of wear issues
in some circumstances. It is not clear
what role the lubricant has or what role
it can play in preventing this, but more
research would be extremely valuable.
Different surfaces finishes are
continually evolving and, of late,
there has been substantial interest in
producing the perfect, non-distorted
running bore. Engine bores are
machined and honed in a cold cylinder
block with no stresses or thermal loads
imposed upon them. But when the
engine is assembled, running and hot,
each bore is some way off being the
perfect cylinder. Various techniques
are being assessed to create a noncylindrical bore at the machining stage
which becomes cylindrical when the
engine is bolted together, warmed up
and running. The perfect bore should
make it possible to reduce the tension

Which lubricant base-stock
developments will be important
for the future?
This is really a question for the oil
fuel and lubricants manufacturers
to answer. It’s really out of the
hands of powertrain engineers!
Bob
Mainwaring
Technology
manager:
industry liaison
and OEMs,
Shell Lubricants
Technology
What role do you see for
lubricants in enabling the
development of efficient
next-generation engine
technologies?
Fuel economy, fuel economy,
fuel economy – this is by far
the most important driver –
but must be achieved without
compromising protection (wear,
deposit control), durability
(sustained protection) or the
accommodation of biofuels.

in piston rings and, with it, friction.
But it will also require a rethink on
lubrication.
Some research has also been done on
the hydrodynamic lubrication of sliding
surfaces by etching that surface, helping
it to retain lubricant. Laser-etched liners
are already in production but suppliers
are now looking at laser-etching other
components too. These techniques
may become a way of enabling lower
viscosity lubricants to be employed.
Heat matters too
Ensuring the engine operating
temperature is as close to optimum
under all conditions has always been
important to overall efficiency. Engine
friction and fuel consumption are
always highest in a cold engine, so
finding new methods of retaining heat
in the engine is important. One way is
the use of heat exchangers to transfer
exhaust heat to the lubricating oil.
Another is to minimise the thermal
mass of oil at cold start. Clearly,
reducing oil capacity to one litre rather
than four or five would not be good
for engine life. But using a valve or
baffle system in the sump to reduce
the amount of oil circulating at start
up could reduce the time it takes to
warm up. At the other extreme of hot

Can lubricants be formulated
in the future to protect engines
running on a variety of fuels,
including biofuels?
The introduction of biodiesel has
caused quite a stir, particularly
with diesel engines that use
in-cylinder injection to facilitate
DPF regeneration. Lubricants
that are tolerant of biodiesel
are already being developed
in response to the OM646 and
OM501 diesel engine tests which
feature in the latest ACEA Oil
Performance Sequences. This
level of protection will be raised
further with the development
of an ‘Effects of Biodiesel’ test
scheduled for 2011. The impact
of in-cylinder injection on oil
viscosity can be tempered a
little by blending to the high
end of the viscosity span, but
would be more robustly solved
by adopting downstream ‘fifth
injector’ methods.
EGR will be a key technology
for reducing engine-out NOx
emissions from both gasoline
and diesel LD and HD engines in
the future. Do you foresee this
causing new challenges?
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and arduous conditions, it is important
to ensure lubricant temperature does
not exceed certain values, or that
the oxidation of oil and additives – in
turbocharger bearings for example –
does not cause premature failure of
components.
Potential benefits
It is clear that when it comes to CO2
reduction and enabling advanced
engine technologies, there is still a lot
that can be done through the improved
development of lubricants: this is an
area where even small enhancements
can make a big difference. Bringing
together all the key players in a single
consortium could provide better
understanding of the fundamental
issues and enable individual members
to focus on elements that are most
relevant to their own businesses.
But most importantly of all, such a
consortium could accelerate progress
towards the goal that is shared by all
stakeholders in the auto industry – that
of reducing global CO2 emissions in
an effective as well as a cost-efficient
way.
For further information on the Ricardo
consortium to evaluate the crankcase
lubricant requirements of future light duty
and heavy duty engine technologies, contact
LubesConsortium@ricardo.com.

Soot does cause wear. All other
things being equal, increased
EGR can raise soot levels –
but careful trimming of other
combustion components can
counter this substantially. Oil
specifications already feature
engine tests equipped with
EGR – the Cummins ISM and
Mack T12 for example – which
define current formulation
requirements. The level of
challenge may evolve as these
tests become obsolete and are
replaced.
Do you think that ashless
lubricants will achieve
commercialisation in the short
to medium term?
No. This could only happen if
someone comes up with an
effective ashless base [TBN] and
we are sceptical that that will
happen.
Where do you think the next big
breakthrough will come within
lubricants technology?
As oil specifications evolve,
more tests and tightened
limits accrue and constrain
formulation flexibility. Future

breakthroughs therefore require
a raised mutual understanding
of these constraints and an
increased willingness between
the oil companies, Tier 1
suppliers and OEMs to work
together and to ‘break the
mould’. This co-engineering
approach would for example
enable ultra-low viscosity oils to
be developed whilst providing
adequate reassurance of
durability.
Which lubricant base-stock
developments will be important
for the future?
Base-stocks which encourage
good FE, strong dispersancy
and strong additive response
will be required. This implies
high saturates, low sulphur
base stocks with high viscosity
index. These already exist, but
in the future will be required in
increasing volumes. The market
mix will evolve towards this
style.

Ford transmissions

Making Ford a smarter

customer

Following Ford’s reorganisation of its manual
transmission engineering function and the
creation of a new centre of excellence at
Dunton, the company turned to Ricardo to help
it increase its strength as a technically astute
customer organisation for the interface with its
sole supplier, the Getrag-Ford Transmissions JV.
Anthony Smith reports

W

ith the historical split
of engineering activity
between its centres in
Germany and the UK, Ford of Europe
has long been adept at managing
and coordinating the development
of new products across international
boundaries. Since the European
organisation was formed in 1967, its
new vehicle programmes have been
executed by focusing each area of
functional engineering expertise at
one or other of its engineering centres
at Dunton and Dagenham in the UK,
and Merkenich in Germany. While

this approach avoids the duplication
of activity, there are obvious benefits
from the co-location of certain
functions and with the evolving
requirements of modern automotive
technology, an occasional review,
rebalancing and re-optimisation of
development activity is needed.
In 2007 the company took the
decision to refocus most of its future
powertrain product development
activity in the UK, while many vehicle
engineering functions would be based
in Germany. This approach would
provide significant efficiency benefits,

while maximising the effectiveness of
collaboration between closely related
functions. One significant aspect of
this change would see the creation of
a new centre of excellence in manual
transmissions at Ford’s Technical
Centre in Dunton, Essex.

Smart customer
The need to create a new centre of
excellence in manual transmissions
was further complicated by the fact
that this is not a conventional OEM
engineering function acting as a front
end to an in-house production system.
Since its formation in 2001, the 50:50
joint venture company GETRAG FORD
Transmissions (GFT) has been the
sole supplier of manual gearboxes to
Ford of Europe. As such, the principal
role of the in-house transmissions
engineering team is concentrated
on managing the interface between
the system engineering function
of the vehicle as a whole, and the
Ford of Europe’s Technical Centre at Dunton
in the UK is now the company’s centre of
excellence for manual transmissions
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“Our objective is to be what I would
call a ‘smart customer’ for GFT. This is
absolutely not to second-guess the design
of the transmission but rather to develop
the capability to provide an intelligent and
accurate specification” Tim Howard, Ford
outsourced sub-system engineering
of the transmission.
With the continuing development
of the relationship between Ford and
GFT, this engineering interface has
grown significantly more sophisticated
over time, as Tim Howard, Ford chief
engineer for powertrain installation
engineering, explains:
“Our objective is to be what I would
call a ‘smart customer’ for GFT. This
is absolutely not to second-guess the
design of the transmission but rather
to develop the capability to provide an
accurate specification.” Howard sees
the success of specification as being
to pitch it at precisely the right level. If
details are over-specified then there is a
risk of becoming prescriptive and hence
precluding potentially attractive design
alternatives and achieving sub-optimal
lifetime costs. But under-specification
is also a risk as this is unlikely to lead
to as focused a product as might be
appropriate to the vehicle needs.
Flexible resource needed
Ford’s management culture has
long been one that has promoted
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flexibility and adaptability of its
product engineering workforce, with
staff frequently specialising in a
number of different areas throughout
their careers with the company. This
can be a valuable asset in a time of
reorganisation but, as Howard frankly
concedes, some skills and capacity
gaps cannot necessarily be filled
solely from internal resources:
“With the consolidation of gasoline
engine engineering activities in the UK,
we were able to draw upon experience
from closely related centres of
excellence already located here such
as those in diesel engines and in
gasoline calibration. For our manual
transmissions activity in particular,
however, it was clear that based on our
existing internal resources available
at this location, we would be below
the required critical mass needed to
ramp up quickly and fulfil the ongoing
requirements of what was at the
time an aggressive campaign of new
product programmes.”
Ricardo was quickly identified as
one of very few potential engineering
partners with a comprehensive

transmissions capability as well as
the capacity to place a team on the
ground with Ford at comparatively
short notice. “We had discussions
with Ford early in 2007 as to how we
could assist them, their key requisites
being a fast ramp-up of service and
a match with a key list of skill-sets
which they provided. I think we were
probably unique in having the relevant
skills and critical mass to achieve these
quite exacting requirements,” explains
Howard Marshall of Ricardo, “but Ford
recognised too that this was much
more than simply about providing
engineers on a contract basis.
”Ford also needed to maintain
progress on its existing development
commitments and this meant
minimising the managerial overhead
of the expanded team – in effect it was
seeking a managed resource as well
as expertise,” adds Marshall.
Rather than a sub-contracting of
this aspect of expertise on a longterm basis, the support provided
was seen from the outset as a purely
transitional arrangement aimed at
developing the capability level of the
new centre of excellence and placing
it on a sustainable basis.
A bespoke package of managed
services and management was
therefore specifically designed around
the first 18 months of operation
of the new Dunton-based manual
transmissions engineering team.
Ricardo assigned a total of fourteen
engineers to the project, which
included working on-site at Dunton. A
flexible team of additional engineers
was based at the Ricardo Midlands
Technical Centre (MTC), and their
support could also be drawn upon as
and when required. This team worked
in a fully integrated manner with
Ford’s own transmissions application
engineers, but was trained and
managed by Ricardo and staffed from
a mixture of existing transmissions
specialists as well as new recruits
brought in for the assignment.
Shift quality – a key branding device
A series of engineering
responsibilities and assignments
was given to the Ricardo team: this
covered a wide range of transmission
engineering challenges, from new
vehicle programmes to the analysis
and investigation of issues on
existing products. In addition to
in-depth work on system design,
tasks included in-depth competitor
benchmark testing and analysis, as
well as the deployment of advanced

Products including the Durashift 6-speed
transmission (left) and the Focus RS
(below) benefit from the expertise of Tim
Howard’s team supported by Ricardo

simulation and testing technologies.
A particular example was in the
supply of Ricardo Gear Shift Quality
Assessment (GSQA) hardware and
software, which enables the objective
and repeatable analysis of gear shift
quality and feel. This is crucially useful
in the development of this aspect of
the unique DNA of a new vehicle, and
is considered highly important by
Ford in optimising the transmission
aspects of the brand signature of its
new vehicle products. To this end,
the support project with Ricardo has
led to the long-term creation of an inhouse GSQA team using equipment
and software supplied by Ricardo.
In addition to the support provided
for Ford product programmes, a
major focus of the work of the Ricardo
team was in the development of
Ford’s in-house knowledge base of
technology and expertise in manual
transmissions. A package of targeted
training and technology transfer
carried out both at Dunton and
MTC with a three-day transmission
technology course was designed
around Ford needs and delivered
by senior Ricardo transmissions
engineering specialists at MTC. A total
of 37 Ford delegates attended three
presentations of this course in late

2007 and early 2008, with excellent
feedback subsequently provided. In a
further exercise, Ricardo was asked to
deliver a comprehensive framework
for competitor transmission data.
This was populated using sample
data from the results of previous
Ricardo transmission benchmarking
projects as well as from other public
domain resources, and provided Ford
with a platform on which to develop
and record its own transmission
benchmarking activities.
Another further key element of the
support package was the evaluation
of Ricardo’s SABR geartrain analysis
package. This has been developed
to provide very much an engineer’s
assessment tool for new geartrains.
Ford has been evaluating SABR as
a means to evaluate quickly (and
in-house) the initial viability of
applying current transmissions to
different vehicles and duty cycles.
The advantage of such a tool
would be to enable Ford to have an
informed discussion with GFT at the
earliest possible stage on potential
transmission engineering options,
thus further improving the efficiency
and effectiveness of the relationship.
With the new manual transmission
engineering capability firmly in place
and transitional support requirements
consequently finished, Tim Howard’s
team at Dunton can rightly claim to be
the smart specifier and customer for

the transmission systems purchased
from GFT; clear benefits can be felt by
Ford, GFT and most importantly, the
purchasers of Ford products.
Reflecting on the collaboration
between Ricardo and Ford, Tim Howard
is unequivocal regarding the long term
benefits: “Ford has been left with a
very positive and enduring legacy from
the 18 months’ work with Ricardo and
I regard this as having been a very
successful business relationship.”
Tim Howard
Something of a long-term
transmission polymath,
Tim Howard describes
himself as a secondgeneration career man at Ford, following
in the footsteps of both his father and
his uncle, who like himself were chief
engineers for the company: “There was
a time when it felt like a family business,”
he says. Howard’s initial interest in
transmissions stemmed from his days
at City University London, when he
designed a 4WD system for a rally car
as his major project. In his career at Ford
he has worked in most transmission
and driveline areas, including advanced
research and the then Ford commercial
truck business. Now based at Dunton,
he is Chief Engineer for powertrain
installation engineering and carries
responsibility for manual and automatic
transmissions engineering for Ford
of Europe.

“Ford has been left with a very positive
and enduring legacy from the 18 months’
work with Ricardo” Tim Howard, Ford
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Germany test facility expands
R

icardo Germany has seen a
sustained rise in the demand for
its engineering services over the past
three years, particularly for projects
carried out for heavy duty truck and
motorcycle manufacturers.
To meet the additional requirements
for advanced testing generated by this
growth in business the company has
constructed a new 800 square metre,
€4 million extension to its powertrain
test facilities at Schechingen, close
to the headquarters of Ricardo
Deutschland GmbH in Schwäbisch
Gmünd, Southern Germany.
“Ricardo has enjoyed a period of
dramatic expansion of its engineering
service business in Germany over
the past three years,” explained Peter
Heuser, managing director of Ricardo
Germany. “It is important that we are
able to offer our customers access to
a comprehensive range of flexible and
technically advanced test facilities to
support their product development
programmes.”
Flexibility is a key characteristic in
the design of the newly expanded
test facility which is amongst the
most advanced in the European auto
industry. With testbed capacities
of up to 610 kW power and 3500
Nm torque, it is particularly suited
to the demands of heavy duty
diesel engine development and
associated advanced aftertreatment
technologies, such as selective
catalytic reduction and lean
NOx trap systems, that are likely
to be required to meet Euro VI
emissions. At the same time, with
dynamometer speeds of up to 10,000
rev/min and a dedicated dynamic
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tilting test bed enabling oil circuit
development for the strong lateral
G-forces experienced in some
high performance and motorsport
applications, this same test facility
will equally be able to support the
rapid expansion of the company’s
motorcycle and small, high
performance engine business.
The expanded facility includes
two new fully transient powertrain
test cells – bringing the total for the
facility to 15 – incorporating the latest
HORIBA/STARS control systems
together with a range of advanced
exhaust measurement technologies,
including spectrographic analysis. In
addition to this, the facility will include
an 800 kW hot gas component test
cell for the development of specialist
exhaust systems for premium
products and exhaust heat recovery
technologies, as well as a new
powertrain assembly area and office
accommodation.

New automotive
safety standards
Publication of the draft international
standard ISO/DIS 26262 (Road
Vehicles – Functional Safety) marks
a major step forward in the creation
of next-generation processes for the
development of safety-related electrical
and electronic systems for road
vehicles. This draft standard is the result
of a major international collaboration of
automakers, Tier 1 suppliers, systems

One of the new test beds of the expanded
facility (left) and the dynamic tilting rig
(above) used for oil circuit development
under strong lateral G-forces.”

The inauguration of the new test
facilities – which were formally
declared open by Werner Jekel,
Bürgermeister of Schechingen at
a ceremony in June – is part of
an ongoing Ricardo strategy of
expanding its testing capacity in
Germany to support the continuing
growth of its business in Europe’s
largest automotive market. The
new extension also includes space
for a further two high-specification
powertrain test cells, one of which
is due to be commissioned in early
2010. Furthermore, the company has
acquired an additional 4000 square
metres of land adjacent to the test
centre to accommodate additional
expansion in the coming years, in
order to further support the future
growth of its business.

integrators, and electrical, electronic
and control systems developers.
Inputs to the new standard have
been discussed and developed at
a national level and subsequently
coordinated via the committee
structure of the International
Organization for Standardization.
Ricardo has been an active participant
within the UK contribution to the
new draft standard through its
Control & Electronics business
based in Cambridge. “Safety-related
electrical and electronic systems are

Advanced transmission for
China’s Weifang Shengrui
A

significant contract will see
collaborative working by a team
of Ricardo and Weifang Shengrui
engineers based on site at both
Ricardo Shanghai and the UK Midlands
Technical Centre – developing a
technically advanced and globally
competitive 8-speed automatic
transmission for manufacture in China.
Weifang Shengrui Power Machinery
Technology Co Ltd is a successful
independently held supplier of engine
components to the automakers and
engine builders in the domestic
Chinese market as well as to the leading
manufacturers of Europe. The company
has set its strategy of expansion into
transmissions and hybrid powertrain
components and systems.
As a first step in this process it has
acquired a development and production
licence for an advanced 8-speed
automatic transmission concept

proposed by leading transmission
specialist Professor Tenberge, director
and chair of machine elements in the
faculty of mechanical engineering at
Chemnitz University, Germany.
The 8AT transmission concept uses
a combination of epicyclic and parallel
axis gearing in which three simple
planetary gears are used together
with a single brake and four clutch
units. Key advantages of this new
8-speed transmission concept include
a simple arrangement requiring no
special gear design or manufacture,
the potential for excellent shift quality,
a compact design providing significant
packaging benefits, and flexibility
for further adaptation for four-wheel
drive or integration with hybrid
powertrain systems. The production
version of the new Weifang Shengrui
8AT transmission is planned for
manufacture in late 2011.

Contract signing ceremony with Weifang Shengrui chairman
Liu Xiang Wu and Ricardo global product group director for
driveline and transmission systems, Lee Sykes.

an increasingly important aspect of
automotive product development,”
explains Steve Montgomery, Ricardo
director of control systems software.
“This is a trend accelerated by the
increasing electrification of vehicle
architectures and the implementation
of new innovations in intelligent
transport technologies. It is a crucial
area of Ricardo’s business and we are
pleased therefore to have been able to
contribute actively to the development
of this important new international
standard.”

Development of ISO 26262
commenced in late 2005 and aims to
bring standards for the development
of safety-critical systems up to date
by focusing on the specific needs
of road vehicles and encompassing
state-of-the-art design processes
increasingly used by the automotive
industry such as model-based control
system development. Published this
month, the draft standard is available
for comment pending completion and
publication of the final version later
this year.

Award for
finance director
The group finance
director of Ricardo
plc, Paula Bell, was
recognised with the
2009 First Women
award for the science
and technology
sector. The First
Women awards were established
in 2005 by Real Business Magazine
and the CBI, and are sponsored by
Lloyds TSB. They seek to celebrate
women who are trailblazers and
pioneers in business – genuine glass
ceiling breakers who have helped to
remove barriers and have opened
up paths for other women to follow.
The awards were presented at a
celebratory gala dinner held at the
Marriott Hotel in Grosvenor Square,
London.
As a successful career woman
in the engineering and technology
sector, Paula Bell is quite a rarity.
At Ricardo – where she was the
first woman to be appointed to
the company’s board – she has
played a key role in the company’s
highly successful diversification
strategy into areas such as
renewable energy, low-carbon
research programmes and defence
vehicles for peacekeeping roles.
In her three years since joining
the company in 2006, she has
presided over the reduction of
a large debt balance to zero and
has undertaken effective work
on credit management. Ricardo’s
continued strong performance
against challenging economic
conditions and automotive market
distress owes much credit to her
foresight and financial acumen. She
has also assumed an active role in
promoting Ricardo programmes
to encourage more young women
to follow careers in science,
technology and engineering.
“I am delighted to have been
recognised with the First Women
award for science and technology,”
said Paula Bell on receiving the
award from MP Diane Abbott. “It’s a
tremendous honour, and I sincerely
hope that my efforts have helped
to open doors for other women to
follow, both in finance in general
and the high technology sector in
particular.”
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HRH The Duke of York opens Ricardo
low carbon technology facility
T

he formal dedication in September
of the Sir Harry Ricardo Low
Carbon Technology Centre at the
Ricardo Midlands Technical Centre
site at Leamington Spa, UK, marked a
further milestone in the development
of Ricardo as the leading supplier of
environmentally sustainable technology
to the transportation and related
industrial sectors.
This site has long been the focus
of the company’s motorsport,
transmission and vehicle engineering
activities and with its skill base honed
in an environment in which energy
efficiency is of paramount importance,
it was a natural choice to become
the focus of significant low carbon
technology development. In addition
to the company’s work on electric and
hybrid vehicle systems (including, for
example, the KERS systems now used
in Formula 1), high-performance energy
management systems and other low
carbon technologies, Ricardo engineers
here are increasingly involved in work
to support the wind energy sector, in
which gearbox reliability is a critical
issue for wind farm operators and
investors.
The formal dedication ceremony was
the highlight of an open day provided
for customers and other local guests,
which included the chance to view a
wide range of low carbon technology
exhibits and the opportunity to tour the
many design, test, manufacturing and
development facilities at the Midlands
Technical Centre site.
Commenting on the dedication of
the Sir Harry Ricardo Low Carbon
Technology Centre, Ricardo CEO Dave
Shemmans said: “I would like to thank
The Duke of York personally and on
behalf of Ricardo for taking time to visit

our Midlands Technical Centre and
formally dedicate the Sir Harry Ricardo
Low Carbon Technology Centre. It is
entirely appropriate that we should
name the facility in honour of the
company’s founder, Sir Harry Ricardo, an
outstanding technology innovator of the
last century and the person who remains
an inspiration to the company that still

proudly bears his name today. The Sir
Harry Ricardo Low Carbon Technology
Centre is just the latest demonstration of
our company’s commitment to develop
practical and sustainable low carbon
technology solutions to the current and
future needs of the global automotive
industry and related sectors such as
renewable power generation.”

Development of lightweight EV battery
Over £1.3m of funding has been
awarded by the UK government’s
Technology Strategy Board to a
consortium led by advanced battery
manufacturer Axeon and including
Ricardo. The consortium will develop
a new lightweight battery for use in
small electric city cars, improving
their performance, functionality and
range. The aim of the project is to
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develop an innovative high energy
density battery system suitable for
compact urban ZEVs, seen as an
important future market segment.
The battery, which will use new cell
chemistry offering higher energy
density, will be lighter, smaller and
therefore more efficient than those
currently available, and will offer
faster charging and a higher range.

Over the next 22 months
Ricardo will develop the battery
management system architecture
and application software; Axeon will
engineer and construct the battery
system, perform cell testing for
calibration and electronic system
integration; and Allied Vehicles will
design, build and test the vehicle
platform.

Ricardo plc

Seminars & Training
Related to the automotive and clean energy industries

Ricardo is pleased to announce the details of its upcoming
seminars and training courses for the second half of 2009.
All of these seminars will be held at Ricardo’s Shoreham Technical
Centre in Shoreham-by-Sea, West Sussex, UK.

Seminar programme:
20-21 October 2009

Internal Combustion Engine
Fundamentals
Two annual one-day seminars covering the
fundamentals of gasoline and diesel engine
combustion and technology. The seminars are
aimed at engineers who wish to gain a broad based
knowledge of engine technology, and who wish to
broaden their understanding of engine combustion,
emissions and related issues.

5 November 2009

Biofuels by OEMs
A one-day seminar discussing the different types of
Biofuel and the problems OEMs are experiencing
with the use of this fuel. This course will provide
an insight into Ricardo’s expertise and experiences
in running engines on Biofuel and will address
the likely future impact of these fuels, considering
changes to legislation and implications of life cycle
analysis.

26 November 2009

Optical and Laser Diagnostics
A one-day seminar discussing the optical
diagnostics techniques used to characterise flows,
sprays and combustion. This seminar is aimed at
engineers and scientists working in any industry

who wish to gain an understanding, or extend
their knowledge, in the field of optical and laser
diagnostics.

2 December 2009

Crankcase Lubricants
A one-day seminar discussing the features of
crankcase lubricants, the latest developments
and likely future requirements. Provides an insight
into lubricant formulation and interaction with
design and materials. Includes discussion of how
to formulate lubricants to meet the challenges of
increased drain intervals, emissions control, engine
wear protection, reduced fuel consumption and
future engine design and materials.

9 December 2009

Digital Signal Processing For
Scientists And Engineers
This one and a half day seminar provides a
theoretical and practical introduction to DSP from
an automotive engineering viewpoint. Content
ranges from analysis of time and frequency domain
data to the use of adaptive filtering for active noise
cancellation. Ideally suited for junior engineers
embarking on a career involving DSP or experienced
professionals wishing to gain knowledge into the
industry standard tools employed today.

Delivering Value Through Innovation & Technology

For more information
about our current
seminar programme
or to discuss individual
company-specific training
requirement, please
contact:
seminarinfo@ricardo.com.

www.ricardo.com

Keep it

eal

A breakthrough in real-time engine
modelling for both SiL and HiL systems
WAVE-RT’s patent pending technology
for real-time engine modelling addresses
three key issues where traditional tools fall
short: accuracy, speed and process.
• Accuracy: multi cylinder, transient, crank-angle resolved data means
WAVE-RT can address critical control system applications (HCCI,
multi-turbo, etc.)
• Speed: proven faster than real-time
• Process: unique process delivers a WAVE-RT model in minutes.
WAVE-RT models are based on a donor WAVE model (fully resolved
1D gas dynamics model) and are fully MISRA C compliant. Flexible
structure means WAVE-RT models can be compiled and applied in
any real-time environment.
For further information or to arrange a demonstration, visit our website
at www.ricardo.com/wave-rt or e-mail WAVE-RT@ricardo.com
Delivering Value Through Innovation & Technology

www.ricardo.com/wave-rt

